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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITLS has been undertaking extensive research on mobility as a service (MaaS) and intelligent mobility for the past four years. Yale will present a brief overview of projects and publications from the team, with support from key partners in industry and government. He will outline his own contributions to the MaaS conceptual framework, demander survey on end user preferences and the present focus on mobility contracts which form the interface for bringing together interested businesses as partners for delivering MaaS under a new entrepreneurial model. Yale will discuss the journey for a recently launched global stated choice survey to test these new mobility broker/aggregator models and identify commercial interest with businesses from across five continents. This presentation offers a taste of work to feature at the ITLS MaaS seminar scheduled for Wednesday, 18 July 2018 (14:00-17:00) at the Business School CBD campus. For more information, please visit: http://sydney.edu.au/business/itls/research/seminars/leadership-and-policy-seminars/2018/mobility-as-a-service-maas.

http://sydney.edu.au/business/itls
http://sydney.edu.au/business/itls/research/showcase
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WHAT IS MAAS?

Mobility as a Service is a combination of public and private transport 
services within a given regional environment that
provides holistic, optimal and people centred travel options, to enable 
end-to- end journeys paid for by the user as a single charge, and 
which aims to achieve key public equity objectives.  (Cubic definition)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Per trip or monthly fee for a distanceLike energy or utilities – home energy, water or telecoms
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Walking + + + +

Driving + + + +

Cycling + + beta +

Public transportation + + beta -

Ride-hailing + + beta -

Car pooling + + - -

Taxis and limousines + - beta -

Shuttle services + - beta -

Pod-based car sharing + - beta -

Pod-based bike sharing + - beta -

Car rental + - - -

Demand-responsive transit + - - -

Free-floating car sharing + - - -

Free-floating bike sharing soon - - -

Transport Modes integrated - SkedGo

TripGo, Google maps, HERE maps, Open 
street maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The API provides access to more modes of transport than any other comparable platform.Including Demand Responsive Transport services such as Uber and DRTs by transit agencies The 4 columns are TripGo, Google Maps, HERE and Open Street Maps
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➔ All public & private 
transport modes

➔ Multi and mixed 
modal trip planner

➔ Agenda, calendar
➔ Personalise
➔ Real-time
➔ Booking & tickets
➔ POIs & events

Book Uber 
in TripGo

Buy bus 
ticket in 
TripGo

Download on AppStore Download on PlayStore Launch Web App

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TripGo is a free journey-planning mobile and web app, similar to Google Maps. It cover public transport, driving, cycling, and walking, but we also cover other modes like car share and point-to-point services. The big difference from Google Maps is that TripGo lets users compare time, but also compare price and book those services. It also suggest mixed-trips and for a full-day’s worth of transport, so we can suggest driving to a train station on your way to work and picking your car up on your way home. Mixed modal trips including mass transit will be critically important to reduce congestion in cities, especially when self-driving cars arrive which would add zero passenger journeys if people use too many door to door services.TripGo is free on iOS, Android and as a Web app and in 12 languages including traditional and simplified Chinese

https://itunes.apple.com/app/apple-store/id533630842?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.buzzhives.android.tripplanner&hl=en
http://tripgo.com/
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We need to take a 
step back - Pre-
Conditions for 
MaaS
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Some Pre-Conditions for MaaS

– What has now made the difference?
– Smart Transition (ST) is already occurring
– Digital Technology delivering better information in real time
– Enabled by

– Digital platforms
– Journey planners
– Integrated ticketing
– The internet of things

– Not essential for MaaS, but SIGNIFICANTLY value adding in a non-marginal way:
– Driverless road-based vehicles (car and bus)
– Sharing culture

– Crucial to separate out these pre-conditions which in many ways are likely to be far more 
important to managing the transport network than the appeal of MaaS (time will tell!)
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What Does MaaS (Potentially)Add?
– MaaS is not new as an idea and construct

– Uni modal offerings existed for a long time
• Dial a ride
• Taxis
• Community transport

– It must be multi-modal to recognise diversity of needs and delivery 
capability mindful also of societal goals

– We expect PT to be at the centre, especially in high density settings
– It offers an integrated pricing scheme across all (or many) modes 

(one stop payment)
– It is very adaptable to matching the needs of actual and potential 

users (through flexible packaging and pricing)
– It delivers greater choice than we have at present in an almost 

seamless way with ease of participating
– It opens up the real possibility of a shift to the sharing economy 

where asset ownership (i.e., the car) is increasingly not necessary, 
provided in guarantees access to preferred modes when required.
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Hensher (Part 1)

– Starts the narrative: transport 
futures in the digital era (MaaS)

– Bundles: mobility packages 
representing bundles of mobility

– Budgets: end user preferences 
and service provision possibilities

– Brokers: new contracting models 
and business interest
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Hensher (Part 2)

– Autonomous vehicles, MaaS and 
links to traffic congestion

– Role of road pricing reform in 
MaaS contracts/packages
– Occupancy pricing (like PT)

– Modal mix within MaaS bundles
– Demand Side (user preferences)
– Supply Side (supplier side 

preferences)
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Mulley

– Technology does not drive change, 
but rather only enables it

– Links to mobility management form 
a bygone era

– Challenges in changing cultural 
practices and attitudes
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Wong, Hensher & Mulley

– Collaborative consumption
– Next generation vehicles
– Demographic change
– Digital technologies

– Modal efficiency framework

– Service delivery models
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Service Delivery Models

I II

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A. Status quo (in Australia where we’ve been doing empirical research)Service contracts on defined modes for operator, who delivers kmDelivers services to customers for a fareCompetitive tendering case assumed—can be government operatorB. Economic deregulation (e.g. UK bus outside London)New business opportunity for broker role (similar to telco model)Purchases asset/capacity from suppliers, who enter into mobility contractSells mobility packages to consumers, who purchase subscriptionsBlur as broker can be existing mode-specific operator or non-mobility provider (e.g. tech startup, bank, property developer who bundle transport as part of rental agreement)New relationship with existing contracts given new mobility focusC. Government contractingGovernment procures broker—defines accessibility standards (e.g. X% of people services within Y mins, for given period), broker can deliver with any mode (output to outcome-based thinking)Opportunity to regulate for network efficiency (package can have inherent inputs on road price, defined by time, geography and mode)My own PhD to design bundled mobility packages and mode-agnostic contracts using advanced techniques which elucidate demander and supplier preferences
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Ho, Hensher, Mulley & Wong
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WTP for Mobility Entitlements
MaaS component WTP ($/fortnight)

An hour access to car-share $6.39
A full day access to car-share (10 hours) $63.85
One-way car-share $7.27
Round trip car-share $0.00
Every 15 minutes increase in advance booking time −$1.06
A day of unlimited PT use $5.92
10% discount to every taxi bill $3.68
10% discount to every ride-sharing bill $7.18

Entitlement per fortnight Plan 1 Plan 2
Car days 2 2
Car hours 10 15
Car-sharing scheme one way round trip
Advance notice 60 mins 30 mins
Taxi discount 10% 20%
Ridesharing discount 10% 10%
PT days 4 6
Average WTP $185 $231
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How businesses may or may not participate in future entrepreneurial opportunities to either invest in or run integrated mobility services
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Wong & Hensher (et al.)

– Cost estimates for autonomous 
private vehicles, individual taxis, 
pooled taxis and line-based 
public transport

– Up to 80% cost reduction in 
US/Europe but much smaller in 
other countries (30% reduction in 
Chile, even cost increase in India)
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Competition and Ownership: Thredbo 15

– Mulley & Kronsell: Workshop report on 
‘uberisation’ of public transport and MaaS

– Mulley, Nelson & Wright: MaaS for the elderly 
and links to land use changes

– Mulley, Hensher & Nelson: Potential for MaaS 
in community transport sector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITLS has steered Thredbo into the digital era
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Ongoing Projects and Publications
– Ho, Mulley & Hensher: Demander stated choice 

study in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK
– Stanley, Hensher & Wong: New technologies, 

links to social inclusion and bus service subsidies
– Merkert & Bushell: Macro integration context, 

future smart ticketing platforms
– Hensher and Mulley: TR A Special Issue on 

MaaS and Intelligent Mobility
– Wong, Hensher & Mulley: Identifying mobility 

broker/aggregator models
– Hensher: Shared (Smart) Mobility, MaaS and 

Public Transport – A new Future! (OECD)
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On-going projects - John Nelson (Joining ITLS end of2018)

– Founder Member of MaaS Scotland, a formal network for the 
MaaS eco-system, facilitating initiatives that will deliver the 
benefits of this transformational opportunity to Scotland
– https://maas-scotland.com/

– Rural MaaS studentship (with the Highlands and Islands 
Transport Partnership)
– This project is examining the requirements for delivering MaaS as part 

of a low carbon transport strategy in a rural setting. 

– “Cairngorm Connected”
– Multi-stakeholder feasibility project to support the implementation of 

MaaS solutions in the Inverness City Region

https://maas-scotland.com/
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IMAGINE THE FUTURE …

Small baby steps ?
MaaS skeptic ?
MaaS supporter ?
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IMAGINE THE FUTURE …

– We see the growth of MaaS Mobility Contracts (linked to Digital mobility apps)
– Conventional PT will be folded into the Mobility Contract

– With possibility of a single mode initially (giving future proofing on contract)

– Multi-modal Contract Brokers will play an increasing role
– PT operators may become providers of all modes, ensuring matching of vehicle to user need
– Geographical contract boundaries will disappear (they create inefficiency and poor services)
– New mobility regulations will replace mode specific service contracts
– The autonomous car and the autonomous bus (of varying sizes) will act as essentially the same 

‘mobility mode’ but with differing passenger capacities
– Pricing will be market driven with a community service obligation built in as appropriate for 

specific users (it will be a user side and not provider side subsidy)

Final Comments
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Mode-specific operators Non-mobility suppliers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently concluded an extensive pilot phase—pestered many people at ITLS as well as my best friends in industry who have helped finesse the survey instrumentSurvey now launched and collecting data
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Partners in Industry and Government
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ITLS MaaS Research Team
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Program

2.00 Professor David Hensher – welcome and brief overview 
2.20 Yale Wong, Doctoral researcher – The MaaS journey and MaaS Contracts 
2.45 Corinne Mulley, Professor Emerita - Community Transport and MaaS 
3.10. Dr Chinh Ho, Senior Research Fellow – The market for MaaS 
3.40 Break 
4.00 Professor John Nelson, Honorary Professor at ITLS (incoming Chair in PT) update on some of the 
UK developments 
4.25 Dr Tim Cooper, co-founder and Head of Algorithms of SkedGo  
4.50 Professor David Hensher close 
5.00 Networking – drinks and canapes 
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Autonomous Cars - Congestion 
Busting  or Myth and Implications 
for Conventional PT?
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A WARNING: City and state governments MUST intervene to encourage higher sharing of AVs and avoid a 
significant move away from mass transit (PT) systems, which remain essential for urban mobility and liveable 
cities.

“Cities need to actively explore policies and incentives, such as dynamic pricing, 
dedicated lanes and redesign of the kerb to ensure that autonomous vehicles will 
achieve the full value for society that they promise. If such choices are not made, cities 
risk losing more than they will gain from autonomous vehicles.”
John Moavenzadeh, member of the Executive Committee of the World Economic Forum 
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Big Risks for Conventional PT and Traffic in presence 
of  Autonomous Vehicles and the Boston Assessment

– Mobility-on-demand is likely to account for a significant share of all trips (at least 
>30%)

– Driven by the cost-competitive nature of robo-taxis and robo-shuttles – especially on shorter 
trips – and the added convenience and comfort compared with mass transit. 

– In suburban and other areas outside the city proper, mobility-on-demand is likely to 
mainly replace personal-car usage. 

– In urban areas, it will most likely replace the use of both personal cars and PT, to equal 
degrees, with the shift creating a risk of increased congestion. 

– Shared AVs are likely to reduce the number of vehicles on the streets and reduce 
overall travel times across the city. 

– The number of vehicles on the road will decrease by 15% while the total number of miles 
travelled will increase by 16%. 

– However, travel time will improve by just 4% on average – not as dramatic as other studies 
have forecast, but still an improvement. 

– Introducing shared AVs will worsen congestion in the downtown area, mostly because 
these vehicles will be chosen as substitutes for short public transportation trips. 

– Travel time will increase by 5.5% in downtown Boston. 
– Governments hold the key to influencing these results because they have the power to 

implement the right policies and incentives. The greatest effects are likely to come from 
occupancy-based pricing schemes, in which financial incentives discourage single-
occupancy rides. 

– This measure could improve citywide travel time by 15%. 
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